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Abstract
In this work we investigate in detail, the different regimes of the pioneering work of Chklovskii et al [1], which
provides an analytical description to model the electrostatics at the edges of a two-dimensional electron gas. We
take into account full electrostatics and calculate the charge distribution by solving the 3D Poisson equation self-
consistently. The Chklovskii formalism is reintroduced and is employed to determine the widths of the incompressible
edge-states also considering the spin degree of freedom. It is shown that, the odd integer filling fractions cannot exist
for large magnetic field intervals if many-body effects are neglected. We explicitly show that, the incompressible
strips which are narrower than the quantum mechanical length scales vanish. We numerically and analytically show
that, the non-self-consistent picture becomes inadequate considering realistic Hall bar geometries, predicting large
incompressible strips. The details of this picture is investigated considering device properties together with the many-
body and the disorder effects. Moreover, we provide semi-empirical formulas to estimate realistic density distributions
for different physical boundary conditions.
Keywords: Quantum Hall effect, Edge states
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1. Introduction
Cooling a high-mobility two-dimensional electron system (2DES) near absolute zero and subjecting the system to
strong perpendicular magnetic fields B, results in quantized Hall resistances when magneto-transport measurements
are performed. This phenomena is called the quantized Hall effect (QHE) [2]. The quantized Hall resistivity and
longitudinal resistivity are often explained as a result of Landau quantization at high magnetic fields. Quantized levels
are called Landau levels (LLs) which are highly degenerate, and the energy of the LLs are given by En = (n+1/2)~ωc,
where n is the level index, ~ (= h/2π) is Planck’s constant and ωc = eB/m∗ represents the cyclotron frequency of an
electron with an effective mass m∗ (= 0.067me for GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures).
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After the discovery of QHE, considerable attention is diverted to the unexpected transport properties of 2DESs.
The current transport in a 2DES is usually described by two main pictures, namely the bulk [3] and the edge pictures [1,
4–6]. In the bulk picture one assumes an infinite homogeneous 2DES, where the current flows from the bulk. Transport
properties are essentially determined by impurity scattering and localization arguments are dominant [3]. Conversely,
in the edge picture a finite system is considered and the current is assumed to be confined near the edges of the sample.
The transport is mainly due to back-scattering suppressed, one dimensional ballistic channels. The properties of these
channels are widely investigated in many context [7–9]. However, if one takes into account the direct Coulomb
interactions the 1D channel picture is modified. Due to the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field, the 2DES
has a peculiar density of states (DOS) distribution as a function of energy (and position). The peculiarity of the
DOS result in unusual screening properties [1, 10, 11]. Such that, if the Fermi level falls between two adjacent LLs,
electrons cannot be redistributed. Therefore, they do not contribute to screening locally. The region exhibiting poor
screening properties is called incompressible and it behaves like an insulator. For further references, it is useful to
define a dimensionless parameter: The filling factor ν = nel/nφ, where nel and nφ are the number densities of the
electron and the magnetic flux for a given area A, respectively. The local filling factor ν(x, y) = nel(x, y)/nφ, measures
the number of fully occupied Landau levels (locally), where x and y denote the coordinates in real space. Here
it is assumed that the B field is homogeneous both in space and time. Therefore, if the region is incompressible,
the filling factor equals to an integer. Whereas, if the Fermi level is pinned to one of the Landau levels, i.e. the
level is partially occupied (ν = non-integer), electrons can be redistributed. Hence, the region is compressible and it
behaves like a metal. Starting from late 80’s, the formation of these peculiar strips have been investigated theoretically,
considering different approaches and approximations. One of the most appreciated scheme is the so-called Chklovskii
picture [1], where a Thomas-Fermi mean field approximation is considered to obtain electrostatic properties of the
2DES at the edges of the system in a non-self consistent manner at zero temperature [1, 12]. Subsequently, K. Lier
and R. R. Gerhardts have investigated the properties of these strips at finite temperatures, performing self-consistent
(SC) calculations [13]. In this work, the deviations from the Chklovskii picture are already shown both in spatial
distribution and in calculation of the widths of the strips. Afterwards, it is shown that the incompressible strips are
much narrower than the predictions of the pioneering work [14], considering the effects resulting from the growth
directions. The reports mentioned above are all based on the Thomas-Fermi approximation, which explicitly assumes
that the overall potential profile varies slowly on the quantum mechanical length scales, e.g. on the scale of the wave
length. Hence, the finite width of the wave functions is neglected and quantum mechanical properties of the electrons
are ignored such as finite tunneling rates etc. However, if an incompressible strip is formed, a strong potential variation
exists, therefore, if the strip width becomes comparable with the wave extent, TFA becomes questionable [6], which
we also address in the present work. The first order quantum mechanical effects were included to the self-consistent
calculations within a mean-field Hartree approximation, where the results show that the incompressible strips vanish
in certain magnetic field intervals [6, 15]. These results have important consequences on the transport taking place at
the 2DES both theoretical [16] and experimental wise [17, 18].
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In this paper, we investigate the non-self-consistent Thomas-Fermi approach of Chklovskii, Shklovskii and Glaz-
mann (CSG) in detail to clarify the effects stemming from experimental conditions. For this purpose, the electron
density distribution and the widths of incompressible strips are calculated self-consistently considering different sam-
ple preparation conditions, namely by gates, by chemical etching processes and a superposition of these procedures.
We first summarize the analytical approach of the mentioned work and clearly state the assumptions made. In the next
step, we present the results of a fully self-consistent calculation performed on a 3D crystal and compare the electron
densities with the analytical results. Utilizing the CSG formalism the widths of the incompressible strips are calcu-
lated also considering spin degree of freedom, disorder and quantum mechanical effects. In this work, we explicitly
show that more than one incompressible strip with different filling factors cannot form at typical Hall bar geometries
due to the steepness of the total potential at the edges. In a final section, we discuss the different regimes of the edge
profiles considering gated, etched and trench gated samples.
2. The Edge-states
Since the quantized Hall effect is related to the existence of the “edge-states”, it is useful to clarify the definition
of these states at different pictures, while the notation becomes confusing for a non-expert. One first encounters
the notation edge-states in an early work by Halperin [4], where he discusses finite size effects arising from the real
sample structure, i.e. the confinement potential. Such an approach is fairly different than the conventional bulk picture,
which neglects the boundary effects all together [3, 19] and attributes the quantized Hall effect to gauge invariance
and localization of the electronic states. Even a brief discussion of the bulk theory, hence localization picture, is far
beyond the scope the present work. Therefore, we avoid such a discussion. However, the basic idea in a superficial
manner is to localize electrons to bulk states due to disorder. Hence, these electrons cannot contribute to transport and
therefore the Hall conductance is quantized whereas, the longitudinal conductance vanishes.
2.1. The Halperin and Landauer-Bu¨ttiker type edge-states
In contrast with the bulk picture, one neglects the disorder effects and considers the finite size of the system
instead, it is observed that the single particle Landau levels are bent at the edges due to the confinement potential.
Fig. 1(a) presents a typical crystal structure and Fig. 1(b) shows the confinement due to the remote (homogeneous)
donors (thick black curve) and the magnetic confinement of a single particle (broken lines) together with the position
dependent Landau levels (red lines following the confinement potential). Such a plot corresponds to the single particle
Hamiltonian given as,
Hi =
1
2m∗
(~pi(~ri) + e
c
~A(~ri))2 + Vconf(~ri), (1)
where we assume a translational invariance in y direction and consider the Landau gauge to define the B field in the
z direction, i.e. B = (0, 0, B) = ∇ × A(y,−x, 0). Note that the horizontal axes in Fig. 1(b)-(c) are both in real x
and momentum ky spaces, where the center coordinate X0 is related to ky by X0 = −l2Bky, and lB =
√
~/eB is the
3
Figure 1: (a) Schematic presentation of the crystal. (b) The curves depict the confinement energy (thick black curve),
the Landau levels (broken lines following the confinement potential) and the Fermi energy (horizontal dashed line),
respectively. Red thin parabolic curve and red thick lines depict the magnetic confinement and the position dependent
Landau levels, respectively. (c) The estimated plot of filling factor as a function of position from (b).
magnetic length. Here, ky is the quasi-continuous momentum in y direction. The crucial assumption to have such
an energy dispersion is to have a smooth confinement potential, hence, one can replace the X0 dependent energy
eigenvalues by a constant given by the local value of the confinement potential (energy), i.e. En(X0) = En + V(X0).
This enables us to fix the spatial (and energetic) distribution(s) of the edge-states for a given Fermi energy EF , (dark)
dashed horizontal broken line. When it comes to transport, it is easy to conclude that the current is carried by
the edge-channels while there are available states at the Fermi energy once EF cuts through the Landau levels. At
equilibrium, the number of edge channels carrying positive momentum ky (namely forward movers) equals to number
of channels carrying negative momentum −ky (namely backward movers) and as a result of every channel can only
carry a unit of conductance (the velocity is canceled due to the density of states in 1D), net current is zero. To impose
a finite current, one has to increase the chemical potential energy of forward movers by an amount of µS D, hence
the potential (energy) difference between the probe (side) contacts is now quantized to the number of edge channels.
A detailed description can be found in Ref. [20]. [Such a transport scheme is highly out of equilibrium, since one
injects electrons which have considerably higher energies than the electron sea, and the unoccupied states carry the
non-equilibrium excess current.] Moreover, the injected electrons do not induce a Hall potential which is spread across
the sample; the spatial distribution of the electrochemical potential is overlooked and the results deviate strongly from
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the experimental findings [21, 22]. The above formalism is known as the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker (LB) picture [5], and
these edge-states are named as (1D and ballistic) Landauer-Bu¨ttiker edge states (LBES). Since we neglected disorder
and the bulk of the sample is completely incompressible, as a result, no back-scattering can take place, therefore the
longitudinal resistance vanishes which is accompanied by the quantized Hall resistance. However, such a picture
is not adequate to explain the transitions between the quantized Hall plateaus observed experimentally. Hence, one
should allow some scattering due to the impurities and introduce bulk states, where electrons are orbiting around hills
and valleys of the disorder potential. Such a description is so far so good only if one can bare the fact that the resulting
electron density distribution is stepwise and highly unstable (see Fig. 1(c)), due to the strong Coulomb force between
electrons. In fact, chronologically, Halperin introduced the concept of “edge-states” even earlier than the mentioned
work above [4]. However, there the edge-states are obtained for a system which presumes infinite walls at the physical
edges of the system. For such a system, the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation can be obtained analytically. The
wave functions are described by parabolic cylindrical functions, whereas the Landau levels depending on the center
coordinate X0 are only bent at the edges, in contrast to LB picture where potential varies smoothly in the scale of
lB. An important implication of such infinite walls is that the energy dispersion En(X0) in no longer equidistant,
∆E(X0) = En+1(X0) − En(X0) , ~ωc. Utilizing Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization one can obtain the dispersion at the
edges [23] or by considering WKB approximation one has [24]
En(X0)/~ωc ≈ (4n + 3) + 4X0√
π
n∏
p=0
(1 + 1
2p
) (2)
Hence, equidistant quantization at the bulk, i.e X0 far from the infinite walls, is recovered.
It is important to emphasize that, the approach of Halperin is rather different than the Bu¨ttiker one, in the
first case infinite walls are assumed at the edges and the eigenfunctions ψn,X0 (x, y) satisfy the condition ψn,X0 (x →
boundary, y) = 0 and the external potential is zero in the bulk. In the latter case, the external potential varies smoothly
and the eigenfunctions satisfy ψn,X0 (x → inf, y). Clearly, these two approaches assume different boundary conditions
and impose different criteria on the external potential.
2.2. The Chklovskii edge-states
The discrepancy due to the stepwise behavior of the density profile is cured, if one includes the classical electron-
electron interactions (direct Coulomb), which was discussed even earlier than Chklovskii et al by R. R. Gerhardts
and his co-workers [10, 25] and by A. M. Chang [26]. However, we focus our discussion on the elegant analytical
investigation of Chklovskii et al. They studied the electrostatics of the edge channels and provided an analytic ex-
pression for the widths of the incompressible strips depending on the filling factor. In their work, 2DES is considered
to be formed in a GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs heterostructure (in fact in their work the 2DES is formed at the interface of a
semiconductor and air), where the fluctuations at the donor concentration is neglected and the donor density set equal
to electron density far from the boundaries. They create the boundary of 2DES by applying a negative voltage −Vg
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to the metallic gate on the surface assuming a half-plane geometry. The solution assumes a translational invariance in
the y−direction. The gate potential determines the width of depleted strip (ld) and is given by
ld =
Vgǫ
4π2n0e
, (3)
where n0 is the surface number density of the homogeneous donor layer. In this model a capacitor is considered where
metallic plates are in the same (z = 0) plane together with the donor and electron layers. The metal plates are assumed
to be separated from each other by an uniformly charged insulator. One of the metal plates is exposed to a negative
gate potential and the other metal plate is considered as grounded. Thus, the gate potential pushes the electrons to
the grounded plate where the 2DES is formed. Since, the z < 0 half-space is occupied by a semiconductor with a
high dielectric constant (ǫ >> 1) the Laplace equation can be solved. As a result, they have obtained the following
equation for the spatial distribution of the electron density in the metallic like strip begins at the end of the depletion
region:
n(x) = n0
√
x − ld
x + ld
, |x| > ld, (4)
which reaches to its bulk value n0 far away from the boundary. Note that the electron density given by the above
equation is eligible in the absence of magnetic field, only considering in-plane gates which reside at the plane of
2DES.
Next, they consider single particle interactions in 2DES and the ladder like behavior is replaced by smoother
density distribution that present narrow constant density regions, i.e incompressible strips. They propose that co-
existing (and adjacent) compressible and incompressible regions are formed in the presence of strong magnetic fields.
They assume that the compressible regions behave like a metal so screening is perfect and electrostatic potential is
completely constant, whereas in the incompressible regions, screening is very poor and the system behaves like an
insulator. As a result of analytic calculations, they derived the generalized expression for the strip widths assuming
any integer number k = 1, 2, ..., M:
a2k =
2ǫ∆E
π2e2dn/dx|x=xk
, (5)
where dn/dx|x=xk is the derivative of electron density with respect to spatial coordinate x calculated at the center of
the strip, i.e at xk, and the single particle energy gap ∆E is denoted by ∆E. It is very important to note that, a perfect
metal is assumed for the compressible regions (ν = non-integer, rs = 0) and a perfect insulator is assumed for the
incompressible strips (ν = integer, rs = ∞), such an assumption cannot be justified for a 2DES which is formed at the
interface of two semiconductor materials for sure. A simple calculation of the screened potential
Vscr(q) = Vext(q)/ǫ(q) (6)
for a given external potential Vext(q) via dielectric function
ǫ(q) = 1 + 2πe
2D0
qǫ
(7)
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together with the constant density of states (D0) of a 2D system already shows that, if the D0 is not infinite (like in
a metal), such an approximation fails. These compressible and incompressible strips are known as the Chklovskii
edge-states, which are no longer 1D channels. However, as we discuss later once more, the vanishing longitudinal
resistance is attributed to the absence of backscattering and one obtains the quantized Hall plateaus simply by counting
the number of compressible strips. Hence, 1D LB edge states are replaced by current carrying compressible strips,
separated by insulating incompressible strips that suppress back-scattering.
In the original work, spin degree of freedom is neglected, hence, the energy gap equals to ~ωc. Therefore, all
integer (odd or even) filling factors assume the same energy gap. However, in our calculations, we consider spin
splitting in a rather phenomenological manner and take into consideration Zeeman splitting by assuming an enhanced
effective Lande-g∗ factor. Actual value of g∗-factor depends on whether exchange component of Coulomb interaction
is taken into account or not. Since the exchange interaction depends on the spin polarization of the system, g∗-factor
varies depending on the magnetic field. Enhancement of effective g∗ factor is already investigated by Manolescu and
Gerhardts [27] almost two decades ago and it has been shown that local spin polarization leads to wider spin polarized
incompressible strips due to spatially enhanced Zeeman gap. However, here for simplicity we assume that g∗ factor
does not depend on B. Since at the magnetic field intervals we are interested in, the incompressible stripes are already
narrow and spin polarization becomes small, the effective Zeeman splitting will become less significant therefore B
dependency of g∗ will bring only small quantitative corrections. For a detailed study of spin effects on incompressible
strips we refer to a recent spin density functional theory calculation considering bulk g∗ = −0.44 [28, 29] and predict-
ing collapse of the Zeeman gap due to small g∗. Moreover, under typical experimental conditions (e.g. T=1 K, B=5
T and low-mobility samples), the gap already closes and the odd incompressible strip disappears. However, due to
exchange-correlation effects it is explicitly shown that the incompressible strips are indirectly enhanced [28, 29]. In
principle one can fit the g∗ factor using the widths of odd incompressible strips from the experiments [17, 21]. This
experiments showed that exchange and correlation effects enlarge the energy gap of the LLs which corresponds to
odd filling factor as if the g∗ factor value is similar to 5.2. However, since our aim is to show qualitatively that the odd
(also even) integer incompressible strips collapse due to the strength of the confinement potential, we use a constant
g∗, which nevertheless describes the system properly.Therefore, if one takes into account the Zeeman splitting, the
energy gaps are given as
△E =

g∗µBB , ν = odd
~ωc − g∗µBB , ν = even
(8)
Another handicap of the Chklovskii model is due to the considered geometry, namely the half-plane, which is
cured in the subsequent work [12]. However, the 2DES, gates and donors reside on the same plane; but this is
not reasonable for a gated and shallow etched defined realistic samples. As an exception, deep etched samples can
still be approximated by the Chklovskii model in calculating the strip positions, if the gate potential is set to -0.75 V,
corresponding to mid gap energy of GaAs. However, the widths are usually over estimated [6, 17]. In our calculations,
we consider a sample which has the dimensions of a 2.4 µm × 2.4 µm unit cell, where side contacts also have realistic
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dimensions (∼ 300 nm in width and ∼ 2400 nm in length, residing on both sides). 3D Poisson equation is solved
self-consistently for this geometry (see Fig. 1(a)), using the successful 4th order grid technique. In three dimensions,
evaluating both the potential and charge densities comparatively is the essence of 4th order grid technique [30]. At
this technique, initial potential (gate potential) and charge (donor) density are given for a grid point, and using Poisson
equation, the nonuniform potential on the outer boundary (due to the geometry) and charges are iteratively calculated
on the nearest neighbors grid points. This technique is implemented to many other similar structures [30–32]. Thus,
we numerically obtain the electron density and total electrostatic potential distributions for a given crystal structure
and lithographic pattern. By applying different gate voltages to the metallic gates and changing the etching depths of
the structure we control the electron density distribution and also manipulate the depletion length.
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Figure 2: (Color online) Electron density distribution of a realistic sample as a function of position up to the bulk,
starting from the physical boundary. (a) The gate defined sample, (b) the etch defined sample and (c) the trench-gated
sample. The heterostructure parameters, such as the depth of the electron layer, are fixed whereas the gate potential
and etching depth are varied.
2.3. Full electrostatics of the crystal
In this section we show the results of our self-consistent calculations, considering gate, etched and trench gated
structures while varying the depth of the 2DES and etching together with the gate potentials. The main outcomes
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of our simulations are presented in Fig. 2, where we show the electron density distribution as a function of lateral
coordinate x considering a gate defined structure (a), an etched sample (b) and a trench gated sample (c). The extent
of depleted regions is manipulated by applying different gate potentials and/or etching depths. Fig. 2(a) presents
density variation for typical gate potentials, note that the gates are at the surface and the surface potential is pinned
to the mid gap of GaAs, i.e. vS = −0.75 V. Therefore, zero gate potential (double doted-dashed curve) behaves as
a positive potential, relative to the surface, hence more electrons are accumulated beneath the gate. This is the first
difference between our 3D calculations and the in-plane gated Chklovskii geometry, there even a small gate voltage
generates a depleted strip. In contrast, we can obtain the pinch-off voltages of the gates in a self-consistent manner.
The first negative potential bias is −1.0 V (note that this value is effectively -.25 V), where the density of the 2DES
starts to be reduced below the gates. Only if a larger negative potential is applied to the gates, one observes an
electron depleted region (dotted line) Vg = −2.0 V, with a depletion length of 190 nm. One can clearly see from the
gate potential dependence that the ld does not scale linearly with the applied gate voltage as assumed in equation (3).
In our calculations, we consider a heterostructure geometry as shown in Fig. 1(a). The total hight of the sample is 440
nm, where the 2DES lies 288 nm below the surface and the delta doped donors are located 165.5 nm below. Next,
we consider the etching defined samples. We investigate the electron density distributions of the sample for varying
etching depths (De) and the results are showed in Fig. 2(b). If a tiny layer is removed from the surface (i.e. De = 30
nm, double dotted-dashed pink line) no electron depleted region occurs, likewise the low gate bias. Once the etching
depth becomes larger than 90 nm, an electron depleted strip forms. However, note that the width of the depleted region
is much larger when compared to the gated sample. One can observe that the etched sample in Fig. 2(b) the electron
density changes with etching depths, as expected. Most interestingly, if one etches the crystal below the 2DES layer
(De > 288 nm, black solid line), side surface charges become visible. This is the regime where analytical calculations
of Gefland and Halperin [33] fit better to the numerical results. These side charges push the 2DES even stronger than
an in-plane gate, since they are spread all over the side surface. Another way to define narrow constrictions is the
so-called trench gating. Here, first some layer of crystal is removed starting from the surface and then the metallic
gate is deposited to this etched region. Of course, this procedure is much more complicated than either by gating
or etching, however, has the advantage to generate steeper confinement potentials due to etching, and also one can
control this steepness by applying a potential on the trench gates. Such structures are preferred usually in interference
devices [34, 35], since a full control of the transmission parameters are necessary [32]. Fig. 2(c) depicts the resulting
electron density considering trench gated samples, which leads wider depleted regions compared to other boundary
defining techniques. Applying negative gate voltages to the etched sample, pushes the (side) surface charges to the
bulk of the sample and the peak in the Fig. 2(b) vanishes, since now the side charges are captured by the metallic
gates. It is apparent that the derivative of the density profile (i.e. the slope) is much larger than the gated structures,
hence, according to the equation (5) the resulting incompressible strip will be much narrower compared solely defined
by gates.
In a next step, we also investigated various electron layer depths from the surface (d2DEG−S r f ), while also varying
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the donor layer depth from the surface (ddonor−S r f ), as shown in Fig. 3, while fixing the gate potential or etching depth.
The first observation is that the distance between the surface and the electron layer effects the bulk electron density
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Figure 3: (Color online) Spatial distribution of the electron density with different heterostructure parameters. Solid
line corresponds to gated samples and dashed line etched samples. A negative voltage -2.0 V is applied to the gates,
whereas for the etched samples, the depth of etching is fixed to 150 nm. The distances between electron gas and
surface d2DEG−S r f are taken to be 151 nm, 216 nm, 288 nm. The corresponding depths of the donor layers are 86.4
nm, 122.4 nm and nm, 165.6 nm, respectively. Similar calculations are also performed considering d2DEG−S r f =
180nm and 266 nm, where ddonor−S r f = 100.8 nm and 151.2 nm, however, the tendencies are left unchanged.
considerably. Once the electron layer is further away from the surface, i.e. the gates, the electron density increases
almost exponentially, since the electrostatic potential decreases rapidly with the distance. As an important note, we
point that the gate defined edges provide a smoother potential profile near the physical boundaries of the sample when
compared to etch defined samples. By performing calculations considering various depths of the 2DES and the donor
layer we provide the following empirical formula to estimate the depletion length:
ld =
ǫ
en0
(d2DEG−S r fdsample )(c1Vg)[1 −
ddonor−S r f
10a∗B
exp(− ǫa
∗
B
c2e
ddonor−S r f
d2DEG−S r f
Vg)], (9)
where c1 is a normalization constant that that depends on the applied gate potential given by c1Vg ≈ 0.24V condition,
whereas c2 ≈ 84 is a dimensionless constant as a free fit parameter.
Another important conclusion that can be made from our self-consistent calculations is that larger gate potentials
essentially yield steeper confinement at the edges. Performing a suitable fitting results in the following form of the
electron density
nel(x) = (1 − e−(x−ld)/t)n0, (10)
where ld determines the electron poor region width just in front of the gate and t is a parameter related with the
slope of electron density. We observed that t is the order of 10a∗B for smooth electron density, consistent with the
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non-self-consistent calculations.
We also performed a similar fitting process to the etched defined samples, where the non-linear relation between
etching depth and depletion length is observed once more. Interpolating the relation between the etching depth and
depletion length over various sample parameters yield the form
ld =
π
n0a
∗
B
(d2DEG−S r fdsample )[c3 −
ddonor−S r f
c3a
∗
B
exp(− De
10a∗B
)], (11)
where the constant is calculated as c3 ≈ 4.5. A similar density profile given in equation (10) fits perfectly to our self-
consistent results. This is shown in Fig. 4, where the density profiles are calculated using the self-consistent scheme
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Figure 4: Comparison of densities which are obtained by analytical formulation, self-consistent calculation (SCC)
and Chklovskii formalism (CSG).
(solid lines), the empirical formula - Eq. 10 (dash-dotted) and the analytical formula provided by Chklovskii et al, i.e.
Eq. 4 (dashed line). One observes fairly good overlap between the self-consistent calculations and Eq. 10, whereas
the Chklovskii prediction fails by a gross amount, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
So far we have shown by solving the full electrostatics that, the analytical non-self-consistent Thomas-Fermi
approach predicts rather different density profiles compared to our results. Now the question is how important are
these deviations? In fact, when calculating the strip widths, these differences become much more emphasized, since
the widths (ak) strongly depend on the derivative of the electron density. Next we present our numerical results
calculated within the Chklovskii picture, which show that co-existence of many incompressible strips with different
integer filling factors are barely possible.
2.4. Strip widths
Once the electron density distribution is obtained from electrostatics, it is an easy task to locate the center of the
strip for a given B by the relation ν(xk) = 2πl2Bnel(xk) and the width of the strip from Eq. (5), as shown in Fig. 5(a)
for k = 1. Here the thin curve depicts the electron density distribution when magnetic field is absent. Fig. 5(b)
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represents the potential energy distribution as a function of position. As depicted in Fig. 5(b) one observes a potential
drop when incompressible strip is formed. Similar to Chklovskii’s analysis, however, utilizing the self-consistently
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Figure 5: (a) Schematic representation of the formation of incompressible strip ν = 1 at x1. (b) The variation of the
total potential with respect to spatial coordinates. The solid thick line and shifted thin lines represent background
potential and Landau levels, respectively. Grey region indicates the enlargement of Landau Levels due to disorder, by
an amount of Γ, whereas the dashed horizontal line is Fermi energy.
obtained electron density distribution (Eq. 10), we obtain the following expression to determine the widths of the
incompressible strips
a21,2 =
4a∗Bα1,2
π
t
e−(x1−ld)/t
, (12)
where a1 and a2 corresponds to incompressible strip widths of ν = 1 and ν = 2, respectively and α1 = (g∗µBB)/~ωc,
α2 = (~ωc−g∗µBB)/~ωc are the dimensionless energy parameters. In Fig. 6, we show the widths of the incompressible
strips as a function of magnetic field calculated within the Chklovskii formalism and our self-consistent calculations.
For the moment we neglect the finite temperature effects and calculate a1 and a2 depending on the field strength
while considering a gate defined sample under the -1.0 V gate bias with n0 = 3 × 1015 m−2 donor concentration.
Note that, at this voltage, the 2DES is still not depleted and the electron density varies smoothly. In Fig. 6, we see
the incompressible strips widths obtained within the CSG picture [1] (black curves) and our SCC calculations (red
curves). We calculate the incompressible strips with two different g∗ factors. As mentioned before, we consider either
the bulk g∗ factor or an exchange enhanced one (taken to be 5.2, similar to the experimental values [36]). Although
in our sample, the incompressible strips widths which are calculated by SCC are finite with increasing magnetic field,
the strip widths increase unrealistically within the CSG calculation, since a half-plane geometry is assumed in the
latter work. The real samples as our sample assume boundaries which take the electron density in a finite region. We
see that, the Chklovskii picture yields artificially wide strips due to the incorrect modeling of the density profiles both
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Figure 6: Incompressible strip widths of ν = 1 and ν = 2 considering different Lande-g∗ factors. The strip widths with
black lines correspond to the Chklovskii formalism and red lines correspond to the self-consistent calculation.
for |g∗| = 0.44 and 5.2. Ihnatsenka and Zozoulenko are compared the results of Chklovskii et al and their density
functional theory calculations considering the formation of the compressible strips [37], where it is shown that strip
widths are narrower than CSG picture. Apparently, our results are considerably more consistent with Ref. [37] (cf.
Fig. 6).
In a final investigation, we calculate the magnetic field dependency of the incompressible strips also considering
the effects due to collision broadening, Fig. 7. We included the effect of disorder via density of states broadening,
however, the effect of long-range potential fluctuations stemming from impurities is neglected. This can be justified,
if one considers a high-mobility system. Whereas, the low-mobility samples can also be modeled within the screening
theory once the long-range fluctuations are included to the self-consistent scheme [38]. We see that incompressible
strips do not exist in all magnetic fields, since the gap collapses due to scattering broadening. The critical magnetic
field value that the incompressible strip collapses is determined by the electron density, gate voltage, etching depth
etc. The odd incompressible strips widths are narrower compared to even incompressible strips widths and it stems
from the fact that the Zeeman gap is small compared to the Landau gap, if exchange effects are neglected. The ν = 1
incompressible strip forms in magnetic field interval 7−10 T, whereas ν = 2 incompressible strip is formed in magnetic
field interval 2 − 5 T. We see that stronger disorder results in a narrower incompressible strip. At Γ = 0.1 ~ωc, 0.2
~ωc, 0.3 ~ωc disorder energies the ν = 1 incompressible strip cannot form, whereas while ν = 2 incompressible strip
is present. It is clear that the effect of disorder is much more crucial for the odd integer filling factors. Numerically,
we find that to observe an incompressible strip assuming ν = 1 the disorder potential strength must be lower than
0.025 ~ωc, whereas for ν = 2 this value is changed to 0.3 ~ωc. Basically, disorder broadens the density of states and
when disorder potential leads the wave functions to overlap on both sides of the incompressible strip, essentially the
incompressible strip vanishes.
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Figure 7: (Color online) The evolution of incompressible strips also taking account the effect of collision broadening
Γ both considering the gate and the etched defined samples.
3. Conclusions
We investigated the details of Chklovskii et al [1] picture by taking into account the full electrostatics of the
samples. By considering the device properties, e.g. geometry, disorder, confinement, boundary conditions also taking
into account many body and disorder effects, qualitatively, it is shown that the estimations of the non-self-consistent
picture is strongly limited. Instead, by performing self-consistent calculations, we derived semi-empirical formulas
for realistic electron density distributions utilizing a 3D numerical algorithm. In addition, the variation of the depletion
lengths is studied considering etched and gate defined samples. We observed that, the linear gate voltage-depletion
length dependency assumed in Ref. [1] is not justified. It is also found that the etch and the gate defined samples
present fairly different profiles compared to existing literature. We found that the electron density presents a steep
distribution in etched samples. Whereas, gated samples provide a full control of edge profile together with a smooth
electron density distribution. As a final remark, the non-self-consistent solution leads very wide incompressible strips,
hence, while calculating the widths of the incompressible strips, one should carefully take into account the effects stem
14
from self-consistent calculations to be able to describe the edges of the system under experimental investigation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: (a) Schematic presentation of the crystal. (b) The curves depict the confinement energy (thick black curve),
the Landau levels (broken lines following the confinement potential) and the Fermi energy (horizontal dashed line),
respectively. Red thin parabolic curve and red thick lines depict the magnetic confinement and the position dependent
Landau levels, respectively. (c) The estimated plot of filling factor as a function of position from (b).
Figure 2: (Color online) Electron density distribution of a realistic sample as a function of position up to the bulk,
starting from the physical boundary. (a) The gate defined sample, (b) the etch defined sample and (c) the trench-gated
sample. The heterostructure parameters, such as the depth of the electron layer, are fixed whereas the gate potential
and etching depth are varied.
Figure 3: (Color online) Spatial distribution of the electron density with different heterostructure parameters. Solid
line corresponds to gated samples and dashed line etched samples. A negative voltage -2.0 V is applied to the gates,
whereas for the etched samples, the depth of etching is fixed to 150 nm. The distances between electron gas and sur-
face d2DEG−S r f are taken to be 151 nm, 216 nm, 288 nm. The corresponding depths of the donor layers are 86.4 nm,
122.4 nm and nm, 165.6 nm, respectively. Similar calculations are also performed considering d2DEG−S r f = 180nm
and 266 nm, where ddonor−S r f = 100.8 nm and 151.2 nm, however, the tendencies are left unchanged.
Figure 4: Comparison of densities which are obtained by analytical formulation, self-consistent calculation (SCC)
and Chklovskii formalism (CSG).
Figure 5: (a) Schematic representation of the formation of incompressible strip ν = 1 at x1. (b) The variation of
the total potential with respect to spatial coordinates. The solid thick line and shifted thin lines represent background
potential and Landau levels, respectively. Grey region indicates the enlargement of Landau Levels due to disorder, by
an amount of Γ, whereas the dashed horizontal line is Fermi energy.
Figure 6: Incompressible strip widths of ν = 1 and ν = 2 considering different Lande-g∗ factors. The strip widths
with black lines correspond to the Chklovskii formalism and red lines correspond to the self-consistent calculation.
Figure 7: (Color online) The evolution of incompressible strips also taking account the effect of collision broadening
Γ both considering the gate and the etched defined samples.
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